
PHONOLOGICAL PARAGRAPHS  
Phonological paragraphs (or paratones) serve to mark out chunks of discourse in spoken 
monologue. The paragraphs are normally marked with suprasegmental features such as 
intonation, pausing, volume and pausing.  

 

PHONOLOGICAL PARAGRAPHS 

Intonation cues serve to delimit the phonological paragraph (or paratone) with the 
separation of paragraphs being achieved through changes in pitch, pauses, lengthening of 
speech and possibly laryngealisation. These discourse structuring cues, when used in a 
native-like way, help the audience to develop a ‘mental map of the overall organisation of 
the text’ (Thompson, 2003: 6).  

Analysts agree that speech paragraphs are produced and interpreted by speaker hearers using the 
phonetic cues that appear at their boundaries. The most prominent cues include a high pitch onset (as 
measured by fundamental frequency [F0]) with an accelerated rate and volume, and a low pitch close 
possibly accompanied by laryngealisation, a drop in volume, and a narrowing of the pitch range … In 
addition to these boundary criteria, Tench (1996) suggests that there will be a ‘‘gradual descent’’ in 
pitch from the first to the final tone unit within a single speech paragraph, and Wichmann (2000) 
reports a similar tendency toward ‘‘supradeclination’’ within units in experimental data and broadcast 
news items. (Pickering, 2004) 

A good example is given below where the fundamental frequency (F0) is set against time. 
The end of the paragraph is marked by a low pitch close and a significant pause (2.6 secs). 
The new paragraph is marked with the discourse marker ‘right’ in high key.    

 

|if you wanna make HEAVY weight CONcrete use ↘HEAVY weight aggregate | 

|there ↘IS no other way (2.6) | 

|H ↗↘RIGHT(1.0) | 

| when it has ↗SET (1.0) | 

| permea↗↘BIlity (0.5) | 

| we’re gonna look at ↘PERmeability (.) later on in the module  | 

| but BASically for THAT you can read (0.5) ↘DURability | 

 

              if you wanna make…   there is no…                  right     when it…     permeability… we’re gonna .. but… 
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